When reporting point estimates that are nonlinear functions of estimated parameters, researchers frequently fail to report confidence intervals. Examples of such point estimates are elasticities from a translog function or flexibilities. In large part this omission occurs because analytic calculation of such confidence intervals can be technically difficult, as in the case of a Taylor expansion to approximate the standard error of a nonlinear function of estimated parameters (the delta method) or the construction of Fieller intervals. However, the era of reporting only point estimates should be over (Dorfman, Kling, and Sexton; hereafter DKS) . Even when derivation of a confidence interval is analytically intractable, bootstrap methods can produce reliable confidence intervals with minimal difficulty. These confidence intervals can accommodate asymmetric intervals when the data so indicate, whereas the usual asymptotic normal approximation always imposes the assumption of a symmetric sampling distribution. Efron and Tibshirani provide an excellent introduction to the single bootstrap.' For David Letson is awstant professor of marine affairs and economics at the University of Miami. B.D. McCullough is senior economist at the Federal Communications Commission in Washington. DC.
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' Because the bootstrap is a class of methods, we distinguish between single and double bootstrap\ and note that there i\ a variety of each type. a more sophisticated nontechnical treatment, see Davison and Hinkley.
The single bootstrap has been applied to obtain confidence intervals in a number of situations: flexibilities (DKS), translog production functions (Eakin, McMillan, and Buono) ; supply and demand elasticities (Vinod and McCullough 1995b) ; intervals for autoregressive processes (Thombs and Schuchany 1990, McCullough 1994) ; prediction for random coefficient models (Beran 1995) ; prediction for stochastic independent variables (McCullough 1996) ; forecasting demand (Veall) and supply (Prescott and Stengos) ; welfare estimates in recreational demand models (Kling) ; and benefits estimates in dichotomous choice contingent valuation (Cooper) . See the survey by for additional applications in economics.
The reliability of a confidence interval is gauged by its coverage; i.e., the proportion of times that the estimated interval covers the true parameter. A 90% confidence interval has nominal coverage of 90%, but its actual coverage might be either higher or lower. In a Monte Carlo study using the Waugh data, DKS compare Fieller intervals, the delta method, and three types of the single bootstrap, and find that the single bootstrap does not achieve nominal coverage. This result is dispiriting because the single bootstrap can be easier to implement than the other methods.
The drawback to the single bootstrap is its slow rate of convergence, sometimes manifesting itself by achieving less than nominal coverage (see Hall 1992, and Shao and Tu) . Defining coverage error as the difference between nominal coverage and actual coverage, for a one-sided interval, the asymptotic normal and percentile bootstra intervals both have coverage error 0(1/ 4 n) where n is the sample size. The percentile-t and bias-corrected single bootstrap intervals have coverage error O(l/n). Thus, as sample size increases, the difference between nominal coverage and actual coverage will be less for a bias-corrected single bootstrap than for a percentile single bootstrap. However, DKS's study shows that for small samples the difference in coverage error might not be noticeable. Converging even faster than the single bootstrap, the usual double bootstrap interval based on a pivot has coverage error ~( n -3/2).
The requirement of a pivot can be an obstacle to implementing the double bootstrap, however. A pivot is simply a function of the data and an unknown parameter that has the same distribution for all values of the unknown parameter. For example, the recentered sample mean, ff -p, is not a pivot, because its distribution depends on the variance. By contrast, in the case of sampling from a normal population where the population standard deviation (a) is known, the usual z-statistic, z = (.f -p)/u, is a pivot because its distribution, standard normal, is the same for all values of p. If the sample is not normal or u is estimated by s, then z = (2 -p)/s is asymptotically pivotal because its distribution is asymptotically standard normal no matter what the value of the unknown parameter, p. Sometimes a pivot is readily available, and the usual double bootstrap can be applied in a straightforward fashion, as in the case of cointegrating regressions (Vinod and McCullough 1995a) . At other times, a natural pivot might not be available but the researcher can, with some difficulty, construct one, as in the case of ridge regression (Vinod 1995) or estimation of Euler equations (Vinod 1998) . For many problems, however, a stable pivot is not available and one cannot be constructed, such as for translog models or the estimation of flexibilities. A stable pivot means that the scale parameter in the denominator of the pivot should have a small variance (Hall 1992, p. 18) . If it has a large variance then the ratio will be unstable and the bootstrap will fail, a situation encountered by McCullough and Waldon.
The usual double bootstrap operates as an 
The Bootstrap
To fix ideas, five types of confidence intervals are presented for the univariate case: classical asymptotic, single bootstrap with no pivot (percentile bootstrap), single bootstrap with a pivot (percentile-t bootstrap), double bootstrap with pivot (usual double bootstrap), and double bootstrap with no pivot (Shi's double bootstrap). Let {x,) be a sample of size n on a random variable X with finite variance. In deriving a two-sided 95% confidence interval for the mean, p, the classical asymptotic interval is known to be ff i-to,,,~, where % is the sample mean, s is the sample standard deviation, and to,,,, is the upper 2.5% tail of Student's-t distribution. In the case that X is normal, this interval is exact; otherwise it has coverage error 0 ( 1 / f i ) .
The single bootstrap interval is constructed as follows [see McCullough and Vinod (1993) for details]. Form the residuals e, = x, -R i = 1, 2, . . . ,n and denote the collection e. Rescale the residuals by where n -k is the number of degrees of freedom. Shuffle the residuals by random draws with replacement from a uniform distribution, sampling n of the rescaled e to form a vector of bootstrap residuals e?, and repeat t h s process J times, yielding e f , ef , . . . , e,*. For each j form a bootstrap resample x,? and calculate its mean, XT. Denote the ordered means by .f$), .f&, . . . , .f(*J,. If J = 999, say,2 then a 95% percentile confidence interval for p is [.f$,),X$,,)]. This confidence interval has coverage error O(1ln). The one-sided 95% percentile confidence intervals, [-a, .f$,,,] and [Go,, a] , have coverage error ~( l l f i ) .
The accuracy of the single bootstrap confidence interval can be improved by employing a pivotal transformation. For each bootstrap resample x,+ calculate its standard deviation I?,? and form the pivotal quantity A 95% co~fideqce interval for the true value of R is [RZ,,, R;,,,] . A test of the null hypothesis H,;p = po may be conducted by comparing R = (X -po)/6 to the confidence interval. The percentile-t bootstrap confidence interval for p can be recovered by unraveling the pivot as follows3
This confidence interval has accuracy O(x3I2). The increase in accuracy is due to the fact that the distribution of R is more nearly pivotal (depends on no unknown parameters) than the distribution of X [see Hall (1992) for details]. A one-sided bootstrap confidence interval produced with this pivoting transformation has accuracy O(1ln).
However, as Hall (1992, p. 128) notes, pivoting can be difficult to sustain when the scale parameter cannot be stably estimated (i.e., if the 'For an exact test, it is important the a ( J + I) be an integer. The reason is that we are not ordering just the J bootstrap estimates 27, but the J bootstrap estimates and the lnit~al statistic, i . Thus the rank of x' can have J + 1 possible outcomes, not just J. So if a = 0.05 and J = 100 yields 0.05(101) = 5.05. we would reject if the rank of x' was less than 5, which would have a probability of 51101 = 0.0495 that does not exactly equal a . If J = 99, there would be 100 possible ranks, and we would reject when the rank of x' is less than five, which has probability 51100, which is exact. See Davidson and MacKinnon (1997) for an extensive discussion of this point.
' Some readers might be concerned that R,,,,,, the upper critical value for R. is used to calculate the lower limit of the confidence interval for and might ~n~tinctively fhink that the confidence Interval should be con~tructed as [ i + R;\,B. x' + R;,,,] (recall that R ,,; hence, the plus slgn for the lower limit). However, Hall (1986) shows that such a construction i? incorrect.
Amer. J . Agr. Econ. variance of the scale parameter is large). This is evident from equation (1): if 6Tfluctuates greatlx from one bootstrap resample to another, then RT will wildly fluctuate, destroying the bootstrap's accuracy. Examples of cases in which this can occur are elasticities from a translog function or flexibilities, where there is no natural standard error, and a crude approximation such as a Taylor series expansion must be used. Whlle the single bootstrap can be applied without a pivotal transformation, t h s is not so for the usual double bootstrap.
To better motivate the double bootstrap with no pivot, the usual double bootstrap is described, which is constructed as follows [see McCullough and Vinod (1998) Note that Z ,E [0, 1] . An important result is that if R is a pivot having a continuous distribution, then Z, converges to a uniform distribution. ThIs justifies the use of the Z,as a diagnostic tool, as advocated by Vinod and McCullough (1995) . If the 5 are found to be nonuniform, then the model may be misspecified. Vinod (1995) gives two examples of nonuniform 5. Booth and Hall provide needed guidance concerning the choice of the number of J firststage iterations and K second-stage iterations. J and K make separate contributions to the overall accuracy of the bootstrap approximation, the former contributing to variance and the latter to (squared) bias. For fixed L = JK, it is possible to choose J and K to minimize the square error of the bootstrap approximation. In particular, for fixed J there is an optimal K, both above and below which performance degrades. J and K cannot be chosen arbitrarily. Their values are determined, in part, by the nominal coverage of the confidence interval, 1 -a , the sample size, n, and whether the interval in question is onesided or two-sided.
Booth and Hall recommend that L should be at least size n3, preferably an order of magnitude larger. Given the sample sizes that predominate in economics, this is not an onerous requirement. Due to the discrete nature of the bootstrap distribution, it is best to take K = (J + l)a, (J + 1)lK, and K/2 to be integers.
Because J is large, this typically is not difficult to do. Choose J = yL2I3 and K = L1I3/y-l. For a one-sided interval, y = {a(l -2a)(1/2 -a)-2)113 and for a two-sided interval choose y = {0.5(1 -a)-, a(5/4 -a))Il3. For the example presented in the subsequent section, a = 0.10 is set for a two-sided interval. A natural choice for J is 999. However, there is no nearby K that meets the integer-divide requirements. Another natural choice is J = 1,999, for which optimal K is 245.76. Therefore, J = 1,999 and K = 246 are used, whose product more than suffices for the order of magnitude requirement.
Shi's Double Bootstrap
The usual double bootstrap cannot be executed if a pivot is not available, in which case Shi proves that the correct unpivoted confidence interval is given by where k: is the empirical distribution of F based on a sample of size n and 8 is an estimate of the correction factor by which the critical value must be adjusted so that it has size a. The inner probability Q* = P@** 5 81F: ) in equation (6) shows precisely how 8 is determined. Shi proves that his one-sided bootstrap confidence limit has coverage error at least O(lln), which is the same as the oneBetter Conjidence Intervals 555 sided pivoted single bootstrap interval. The two-sided interval has even faster convergence. The coverage error of Shi's double bootstrap is better than the percentile method and no larger than the more computationally ~omplex single bootstrap methods such as (accelerated) bias-correction. Moreover, Shi's double bootstrap does not rely on normality assumptions to effect transformations, nor does it require higher moment calculations that can be extremely imprecise for small samples. Thus, when a pivot is not available, Shi's double bootstrap is preferred over the more sophisticated single bootstraps. Shi's Monte Carlo study demonstrates that the double bootstrap produces more reliable confidence intervals than single bootstrap methods with no pivot.
The double bootstrap confidence interval with no pivot is constructed as follows. Instead of forming Z,, form Q, as follows: In more general situations, replace the initial, single and double bootstrap estimators % 27, and 2; * of p, the population parameter, with estimators 6,6,?, and 6$* of the parameter of interest, 0, and proceed in the same fashion. In the case of estimating substitution elasticities from a translog production function, a stable pivot is not available, so the usual double bootstrap is not applicable. However, Shi's double bootstrap is applicable. On the initial regression obtain an estimate of the desired elasticity and denote it 8. On first-and secondstage iterations obtain 87, 8$*, and Q,, and proceed as above to determine the double bootstrap confidence interval. McCullough and Vinod (1998) apply Shi's procedure to translog estimation, and also double bootstrap a nonlinear estimation problem using Davidson and MacKinnon's (1998) artificial regressions method for decreasing computational time when bootstrapping nonlinear regressions. The next section applies Shi's double bootstrap to obtain confidence intervals for flexibility estimates.
Application to Waugh Data
For comparison with previous work (DKS ; Miller, Capps, and Wells) this method is applied to Waugh's demand study. Waugh uses ordinary least squares (OLS) to estimate price and income flexibilities for potatoes, sweet potatoes, tomatoes, grapefruit, apples, and beef, with demand equations of the form where P, Q, and M are price, quantity, and income. The subscript t denotes the annual time series observations from 1948 to 1962 except in the case of tomatoes, 1950 to 1962. With price as the dependent variable, the estimated price flexibility is ~, ( Q I P ) where Q and P are the estimated means.
To derive confidence intervals for these flexibilities, Miller, Capps, and Wells use simulations based on a normal error. DKS use Fieller's interval, the delta method, and three versions of the single bootstrap: percentile, bias-corrected percentile, and accelerated. DKS find that the three bootstraps all have approximately the same coverage and that the difference between nominal and actual coverage is greater for the bootstrap than for the other two methods. We use Shi's double bootstrap.
Only small differences between the single and double bootstrap intervals are anticipated for two reasons. First, DKS note that the degree of bias in Waugh's estimates is not appreciable (p. 101 1). Because the double bootstrap makes this bias correction more readily than the single bootstrap, the difference between the single bootstrap and the double bootstrap is not likely to be appreciable. Second, the double bootstrap yields better correction for non-normality of the statistic. However, in this case, the various statistics are all approximately normally distributed. The single bootstrap distributions of the statistics are analyzed, and not one 'rejected the hypothesis of normality by the Jarque-Bera test. In summary, if the estimator is non-norma1 and its bias is non-negligible, the double bootstrap is expected to offer appreciably different intervals compared to the single bootstrap. Thus, the Waugh data provide a conservative test for the improvement of Shi's double bootstrap over the single bootstrap.
The model is
where E[EE'] = u2Z with P, E , and uZ, respectively. The matrix of regressors X is fixed and the dependent variable comprises observations on a random variable Y with mean p and finite variance. y is Waugh's P series, and X corresponds to the matrix formed by Waugh's constant, Q and M series. Thus, the true flexibility of Y with respect to the ith independent variable Xiis q,, = Pgjlcl., which is estimated by fj,,, = b & /~ where Y is the mean of the vector y and x is the mean of the ith column of X. For notational convenience, the p,i notation is suppressed, and we consider the case of an individual flexibility. The regression in equation (9) yields least squares estimates b and e of p and E ,respectively, and the flexibility estimate fj. Proceeding to the first-sta e bootstrap, the residuals are scaled by \P--k) where n is the number n(n of observations and k is the number of columns of X. On each first-stage iteration j a bootstrap replicate of the dependent variable is formed by where e : is an n-vector of bootstrap residuals drawn from rescaled e by random uniform selection with replacement. The regression of y,+ on X yields first-stage bootstrap estimates of the coefficients, b,+, and the flexibility, fj,*,j= 1 , , 2, . . . , J.
On each first-stage iteration, K secondstage iterations are performed as follows. The second-stage bootstrap residuals e$* are formed by random uniform selection with replacement from e: . The second-stage replicate of the dependent variable is y$* = b,+X + ej*. Regressing yz* on X yields secondstage estimates of the coefficients, b$*, and the flexibility, q$*. On each first-stage iteration j one value of Q,* is computed as follows: Q,* = #(fj$* 5 fj)lK, k = 1, 2 , . . . , K. Completion of all bootstrapping operations yields two j-vectors, bootstrap estimates q * and inner probability estimates Q*. The program is written in RATS v4.2 and takes approximately forty minutes on a 90-MHz Pentium.
Double bootstrap confidence intervals for Shi's method are obtained using the estimates q * and Q*. Sort 4* in ascending order and let the ordered values be f j,,,, fj,,,, . . . , fjO. In the case of a 90% income flexibility for grapefruit, the percentile single lower limit is given Q* can be used to obtain a more reliable con- 500 and our J = 1,999. That the single bootstrap and double bootstraps are close confirms the DKS simulation result that the extent of the bias is negligible and our conclusion of the approximate normality of the statistics.
The effect of the second stage can vary. The single bootstrap interval can be left-shifted (potatoeslprice) or right-shifted (grapefruit/ income). In the case of sweet potato income flexibility, the interval is expanded by almost 10% of its length. The double bootstrap can produce different answers than the single bootstrap, and there is theoretical support that the double bootstrap is better. As a practical matter, a Monte Carlo study is employed to determine whether the double bootstrap really does produce more accurate confidence intervals.
Monte Carlo
Shi's double bootstrap modestly adjusts the single bootstrapped intervals reported by DKS. However, does this modest adjustment matter in a practical sense? Because DKS's Monte Carlo study is designed to answer the question, Does the interval achieve nominal coverage? their Monte Carlo design is used: 500 replications per experiment; two commodities, beef and tomatoes; and five error distributions, the standard normal, and beta with parameters (1.0, 1.0), (1.5, 1.5), (5.0, 5.0), and (1.5, 5.0) renormalized to have zero mean and unit variance. DKS chose these two commodities because tomatoes (beef) is most (least) likely to satisfy the Hayya, Armstrong, and Gressis conditions for the estimated flexibility (which is a ratio of random variables) to be distributed normally. This is a judicious choice, as demonstrated by the fact that while DKS find all three bootstrap varieties fail to achieve nominal coverage, the Fieller and Taylor intervals fail only for beef but achieved nominal coverage for tomatoes.
For each replication, nominal 90% single and double bootstrap intervals are computed, and for each experiment the number of times the calculated interval covers the true parameter is counted. With the double bootstrap program used in the previous section taking forty minutes to run, at 500 replications, each of the twenty experiments would take fourteen days because the regression command was invoked for each regression, thus inverting the X'X matrix JK times. For the Monte Carlo analysis, a useful artifice decreases computational time when standard errors of the coefficients are not needed, as with Shi's double bootstrap. Instead of using the regression command JK times, one time we calculate P = (XtX)-IX', form y,? and y$* in the usual fashion, and form b,? and b$* as Py,? and Py$*, respectively. This decreases the computational time from forty minutes to less than eight minutes, allowing the entire Monte Carlo study to be completed on a single computer in about eight weeks rather than forty. Because the time required to invert X'X increases proportionally to the square of the number of observations, the time savings will be even more dramatic for larger sample sizes.
DKS compare percentile, bias-corrected, and bias-corrected accelerated bootstraps. We rely on the DKS result that the three single As in DKS, for each experiment the nullhypothesis that the true coverage equals the nominal coverage of 90% at the 10% significance level is tested with the t-statistics in parentheses, with significance denoted by an asterisk. The failure of the single bootstrap to achieve nominal coverage (H,rejected nine of ten times for tomatoes and eight of ten for beef) comports with the DKS study. For purposes of comparison, recall that DKS find that the Fieller and Taylor series achieved nominal coverage (each covering nine of ten times) for tomatoes, the case most favorable to the Hayya, Armstrong, and Gressis conditions, while each failed to cover in six of ten times for beef. Shi's double bootstrap, by contrast, covers nine of ten times for both tomatoes and beef.
Conclusions
Elasticity and flexibility estimation is crucial to empirical economic analysis. However, generating confidence intervals for elasticities and flexibilities can be problematic. A double bootstrap procedure is proposed as an improvement to interval generation. Shi's double bootstrapping method has superior coverage and consistency properties, as compared to single bootstrapping methods. Shi's method is demonstrated with an application to Waugh's classic study of demand, for which the bias is small and the sampling distribution of the parameters is approximately normal. Because the double bootstrap yields an improvement over the single bootstrap that is proportional to the degree of bias and non-normality, the use of the Waugh data implies a conservative assessment of the double bootstrap's performance. Shi's method modestly adjusts the single bootstrap intervals. A Monte Carlo study shows that Shi's double bootstrap achieves nominal coverage while the single bootstrap does not. Because pivoting transformations are frequently not available, Shi's method can both improve upon and extend confidence interval generation not only for elasticity and flexibility estimates but for any case when a pivot is not available and the usual double bootstrap cannot be applied.
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